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For the past few years, Belgium became an unavoidable place in the equestrian sports planet such as endurance. This is not a 

coincidence if the best riders of the planet, of all disciplines, come and live to Belgium. It is geographically in the middle of 

Europe and has an equine breeding of which the reputation widely exceeded the Belgian borders. Our country is, despite its 

small size, the perfect spot for all of the breeders, owners, merchants and riders. 

With more than 405 000 horses registered on the Belgium ground, it is the highest worldwide concentration of the equine. In 

addition, Belgians breeders understood a long time ago the importance of mixing origins as long as the performance is there. 

Investors from the whole world are flying to Belgium to settle there, to mate their best mares or to buy our best products. 

They allow their riders to ride in competition with the best horses whose high-quality reputation no longer need to prove its 

worth. In an economic point of view, Belgian equestrian sports represent more than 17 500 full time jobs as well as an 

important financial aspect with more than 3,5 billion euros per year. 

Unfortunately, horse riding in Belgium is not well known enough by media, which is not understandable if we look at its 

importance in the sports landscape. Belgian federation is the third in number of members with almost 90 000 riders affiliated 

(in reality, we know that only half of the riders are affiliated). It is just behind football and basketball. It is also and above all, by 

far, the first female sport of the country, maybe even of the planet … From leisure to world championship, Belgium's 

equestrian sports is known and recognised by all the experts. Belgium is proud to have two jumping world champions in a row 

for the last 8 years. Which other sport can have this pride ? 

I wish to this second edition of Brussels Equestrian Endurance Masters a great success and a long life for this event at the heart 

of our beautiful Capital which deserves it well.

          Anne d'Ieteren, Honorary President of the BEEM OC                                     Philippe De Meersman, President of the BEEM OC

An evidence. Very simply. When the Brussels Equestrian Endurance Masters organizers knocked at the door of the Brussel-

Capital Region and Visit.Brussels to promote their event, they quickly and fortunately understood that they were playing on a 

conquered ground. 

It is necessary to know that a natural passing exists between Equestrian World and the European Capital. Brussels is one of the 

greenest city worldwide. Dozens of equestrian centres are established inside the wonderful Sonian Forest. It is the perfect 

spot to welcome such competition with an international influence which gathers the top riders and horses of the discipline. 

Belgians, and more particularly Brussels citizens, enjoy a high historic reputation in the vibrant equestrian world. The general 

public doesn't necessarily know about this reputation. Thanks to the Brussels Equestrian Endurance Masters! This lack of 

knowledge will be corrected. Brussels will offer to competitors, visitors and media its best, through a dream competition and a 

very professional organization staff. 

On behalf of the Brussels-Capital Region, I hope that this second edition of the Brussels Equestrian is going to be the beginning 

of a real strategy hosting prestigious equestrian events for many years. In addition, the nobility and the attractiveness of this 

sport are as big as the economic and touristic potential benefits it can offer. Wishing the best to all participants and to the 

Organizing Committee, I would like to share with you this quote from Walt Morey : «A horse is the projection of peoples' 

dreams about themselves - strong, powerful, beautiful - and he has the capability of giving us escape from our blandness 

existence». 

            Patrick Bontinck  - CEO Visit.brussels  

EQUESTRIAN SPORT: BIG IN BELGIUM

THE BRUSSELS COMMUNITY LOVES HORSES





SONIAN FOREST
The beech cathedral

The beech cathedral takes up approximately 70 percent of the Sonian Forest. This makes the forest vulnerable. In an 
unvarying landscape like such as this one, fewer types of plants and animals can be found. Even in the soil, the 
number of useful insects and organisms is limited. In addition, more and more scientific studies show that climate 
change also has implications for the Sonian Forest. The ever-drier and -warmer summers are detrimental to the beech, 
except in the deep valleys.

Therefore, the three regions have decided in the future to reduce the portion of the forest that is devoted to beeches. 
At the same time, they want to preserve the characteristic landscape of the beech cathedral in certain parts of the 
forest.

Trees of all ages

A Sonian Forest with a greater variety of trees and of different ages—that should soon be the forest’s new look, with 
young and adult trees growing close together. The result: a varied and light-infused forest, where many animals and 
plants feel at home.

Lanes and notable trees

The stately rows of trees along the lanes are an important distinguishing feature of the Sonian Forest. We must 
preserve and restore this heritage. The many rare and unusual trees here also deserve this protection. Currently, 
Bruxelles Environnement and the Association for the Protection of the Trees in the Sonian Forestare  charting out the 
most notable trees.  A hundred have been identified and marked.

Parks and open areas

Throughout the course of history, parts of the Sonian Forest have been transformed into parks, arboreta or race 
tracks: theBois de la Cambre, the Solvay Park, thepark of Tervuren, the hippodromes of Watermael-Boitsfort and 
Groenendaal . These sites make the Sonian Forest rich in landscapes and habitats. Here you will find water gardens, 
unusual trees, grasslands and lawns, much different than the forest itself but no less valuable.

 Along the perimeters of the forest, between these half-open areas and the Sonian Forest, live a great number of 
exceptional plants and animals which do not appear in the core of the forest. Moreover, these parks receive a great 
proportion of the visitors and in doing so form a natural buffer.

www.sonianforest.be

It is with a lot of pleasure that we welcome you in Brussels on the occasion of the second Brussel Equestrian Endurance 

Masters. During these three days, you will discover the beauty and the diversity that characterizes our Capital, one of the 

greenest in Europe, as well as its numerous gardens. This competition joins the wish and  the will of the Council Assembly to 

develop major sports events in our capital.

So many arguments make of our Nation an essential destination for every horse-riding fan. That is why it was natural that we 

answer positively to the organizers of this second edition when they exposed us their audacious project : a great equestrian 

event in the heart of the European Capital. 

You are today more than 200 starters to be present to this event and we can just thank you for it. The races that are waiting for 

you will allow you to travel though the most beautiful natural sites of Brussels and its associated forest. An exceptional 

biodiversity will be at your fingertips.

It is with great honour that the city of Brussels provides for the Brussel Equestrian Endurance Masters the park of La Cambre 

Wood. We wish you all excellent moments there. Don't hesitate to visit and enjoy the heart of Brussels downtown. We hope to 

see you again very soon in one of the numerous green spaces, sports areas, museums or terraces of our City!

 Equestrianly yours, 

 The President and the Aldermen of the Brussels City Council Assembly

WELCOME IN THE BEAUTY AND THE DIVERSITY OF OUR CAPITAL  

The Sonian Forest is registered 

on the UNESCO list of world 

heritage sites since June 2017
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Brief on HH Sheikh Mansoor Festival's activities 

Endurance competitions has now become an integral part of the HH Sheikh Mansoor bin Zayed Al Nahyan Global 

Arabian Horse Flat Racing Festival which was initiated by His Highness Sheikh Mansoor bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy 

Prime Minister of the UAE and Minister of Presidential Affairs in 2009. 

HH Sheikh Mansoor has through the Festival followed the path shown by the late Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, 

HH Sheikh Mansoor's father and the founding President of the UAE as the Festival's focus is on the Purebred Arabian 

horse and other equestrian activities. 

The main mission of the Festival is to ensure that Purebred Arabian horse- which is very much a part of the UAE's 

history, culture and heritage, is preserved, protected and promoted. The Festival's role is to not only promote 

Purebred Arabian horse racing and enhance the status of this beautiful creature, but also promote Abu Dhabi as the 

capital of both the sporting as well as the racing capital for Purebred Arabians. 

The HH Sheikh Mansoor bin Zayed Al Nahyan Global Arabian Horse Flat Racing Festival organises four popular racing 

series around the globe for Purebred Arabian horses. These include the Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan Cup series 

which culminated in the Euros 1.2 million Group 1 Sheikh Zayed Cup in November in Abu Dhabi-the world's richest race 

for Purebred Arabians. 

The Festival also stages the HH Sheikha Fatima Bint Mubarak Ladies World Championship series, the HH Sheikha 

Fatima Bint Mubarak Apprentice World Championship series and the Wathba Stallions Cup (Earlier run as Wathba Stud 

Farm Cup) racing series. 

The Festival also organises the annual Darley US Awards and the HH Sheikha Fatima Bint Mubarak International 

Awards in the US and the now very important World Arabian Horse Racing Conference, another annual event. 

The Festival also organises the HH Sheikha Fatima Bint Mubarak Conference for Education and Training.

The International Federation of Horse Racing Academies (IFHRA) is another initiative by HH Sheikh Mansoor to 

promote upcoming jockeys. 

Endurance

The Festival also stages Endurance rides in the UAE and abroad, including specialised ones for Ladies, Young Riders 

and in the Open category. The most important being the HH Sheikha Fatima Bint Mubarak Endurance Cup series. 

Belgium has been a popular stop for the Festival both for flat races as well as for Endurance and this is reflected with 

the success the Masters event had in the past. 

Next year in 2018 the Festival marks the 10th anniversary since the launch of HH Sheikh Mansoor bin Zayed Al Nahyan 

Global Arabian Horse Flat Racing Festival by His Highness Sheikh Mansoor bin Zayed Al Nahyan. It will be a remarkable 

year with a lot of activities fittingly celebrating the 10th anniversary. 

Wathba Stallions Cup 

The Wathba Stallions Cup was previously run as the Wathba Stud Farm Cup. HH Sheikh Mansoor has urged the Festival 

to lay special focus on this series as it directly impacts racing at the all-important grass roots level. It encourages the 

small owners and small stables to participate among themselves and then help them to further their cause in Arabian 

racing. 

With the full support of Her Highness Sheikha Fatima bint Mubarak, Chairwoman of the General Women's Union, 

Supreme President of the Family Development Foundation (FDF) and Head of the Supreme Council for Motherhood 

and Childhood, Endurance rides for women riders has taken a new dimension and much progress has been achieved. 

Alice Proust

Logistics coordinator for endurance

HH Sheikh Mansoor Bin Zayed Al Nahyan Global Arabian Horse Flat Racing 

Festival

+33.6.09.03.26.12





Ÿ 6 million horses are stationed in Europe for 400,000 FTE and an 
economic impact of € 100 billion.

Ÿ 350,000 horses are stationed on the Belgian territoryl. It is the 
world's largest concentration of horses with an annual economic 
contribution of over € 3 billion.

Ÿ Equestrianism is the third most practiced sport by the Belgians 
(after football and basketball). It is also the first female sports.

Ÿ Equestrian disciplines are a medals factory for Belgium. Mainly 
Jumping and Endurance.

The Equestrian Endurance

The International Endurance Competitions (CEI) are held over 
distances ranging from 100 to 160 km completed by one horse 
and one rider in one day, mainly cantered. The races are 
divided into loops after each of which the horses are subject to 
a strict veterinary control and are obliged to rest 45 minutes. 
Any animal showing any locomotor or metabolic problem is 
not allowed to continue the competition. The average 
removal rate is 50%.

The Brussels Forest has everything necessary for the success 
of a high-level endurance competition (200 kms of paths 
accessible to horses with half only dedicated to horses, quality 
of the ground, majestic sites, …).

After jumping, endurance is the second equestrian discipline 
of the International Equestrian Federation (FEI). In 2015, the 
FEI has awarded to the Belgian project, called Brussels 
Equestrian Endurance Masters (BEEM), two major events for 
2017: the Senior European Championships and the World 
Championships for Young Horses.

The Organizing Committee (OC) of the BEEM immediately 
took the opportunity to establish a competitive program 
covering 2016, 2017 and 2018, with a focus in the Senior World 
Championships 2020 and the sustainable positioning of 
Brussels as an unmissable step of the annual international 
calendar (3 days of competition on an identical circuit each 3rd 
weekend of August). 

What there is to know

A real long distance race

Ÿ The FEI manages eight disciplines. Endurance is the second 
discipline of the FEI (after jumping). Introduced in 1990, Endurance 
shows an extraordinary increase. Sixty nations (from all continents) 
practice Endurance.

Ÿ Enthusiasm for the Endurance is maximum in the Persian Gulf 
where the stables of the Princes are investing heavily the 
international sector of the sport and the purchase of performant 
horses in particular.



A Belgian group 
of companies covering 
all the aspects 
of the equine industry

EWalTop, GIE
Mont-le-Soie, 1
6690 Vielsalm
Belgium

0032 80 21 65 56
info@ewaltop.be

www.ewaltop.be

Activity
Ÿ 405.000 horses (the highest 

concentration world wide).

Ÿ 77.000 afliates (200.000 practitioners).
rd er

Ÿ 3  sport practiced (1  women’s sport).

Ÿ 2.000 equestrian centers.

Ÿ 35 stud-books certied. 

Ÿ 2.120 companies (insignicant number 
of bankruptcies).

Ÿ 17.500 full time equivalents.

Ÿ 1.200 events / year. 

Ÿ 12,3 % of the total agricultural land 
dedicated to horses.

Infrastructures
Ÿ Equine Clinic of the Liege University.

Ÿ Center  for  Equine Research and 
Development (Linalux-Montlesoie).

Ÿ Racetracks and venues for all disciplines.

Ÿ Professional teaching site for all the 
equine industry.

Ÿ Liege Airport specialized in the transport 
of horses.

People & Horses 
Ÿ A large number of medals and victories in all equestrian 

disciplines at international level : jumping, endurance, at 
racing, trotting, driving, eventing, reining, para-equestrian, 
dressage, poney games, vaulting, trec, …

Ÿ During the World Equestrian Games in Lexington (2010) and 
Olympic Games in London (2012), the best jumpers had a 
Belgian origin. 

Ÿ Livestock products are exported all over the world.

Ÿ A high level of expertise in breeding, sport and various 
equestrian businesses.

Ÿ Belgium offers an exceptional environment for all 
international riders, for the best companies and for the 
investors in the equestrian sector.

Ÿ Number of international riders and coaches are installed in 
Belgium.

4 major assets !
Ÿ Quantity : high number of horses, riders, professionals, structures, competitions 

Ÿ Quality :  the best international horses, riders and equestrian pros from all the world 
are leaving in Belgium

Ÿ Diversity : all types of horses, disciplines, learnings, companies, professions, know-how, ...

Ÿ Proximity : in the middle of Europe, a small state of 360 km top/ 260 km wide

EWalTop = Economic Interest Group (EIG)
Ÿ breeders, trainers
Ÿ riders, teachers
Ÿ veterinarians, scientists, farriers
Ÿ organisers, journalists
Ÿ brokers, merchants 
Ÿ enterprisers, manufacturers



Day by day program

HORSE TV CHANNEL



Details Rides

120 kms

160 kms



Discover our MOBILE APPNew
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Produced for 
Brussels Equestrian Endurance Masters 
by Kani 
Booth n° 24 in the BEEM Village

Kani sprl c/o Philippe Humbel
Broderies and Prin�ng
77 rue de Chastre
BE 1325 Corroy-le-Grand
+32 10 68 03 04
info@kani.be

BUY YOUR BEEM SOUVENIR !
T-Shirts / Polos / Caps / Body Warmers / Mugs

Printed Self-Breatable Polo: 24 €
Embroidered Soton Polo: 27 €
Padded Body Warmer: 35 €

mailto:info@brussels-endurance.org






INFORMATIONS ABOUT THE HOSPITALITY !

Ÿ  The Bois de la Cambre is a registered and protected area. Be respec�ul. Use garbage cans. Be also careful we are in « 

state of alert level 3 » do not leave your bags on the ground in the site.

Ÿ  The grass in the Bois de la Cambre is reserved for pedestrians. So please don't build any paddock and ride on dedicated 

paths only walking (for training, you will canter and trot in the forest only). You can go on the grass with the horses but 

only in hand, not mounted. Everyday, thousand of people are walking, sleeping, playing, chilling in the Bois de la Cambre 

who is the Brussels main public park. Security is essen�al, don't take any risk with your horse regarding the normal 

a�endance of the place: pedestrians, cyclists, joggers, families, kids, babies, and eventually dogs, who are not allowed to 

be free !

Ÿ  1 res�ng marquee (4mx3m) per horse is provided by the OC in the res�ng area. Don't need to bring yours !

Ÿ  The FEI boxes will be established on a macadam road. Every box will be equiped by 2 wood shaving bags. We accept only 

shavings as bedding. No other product. 

Ÿ  Addi�onal shaving bags will be available for 10 € / bag

Ÿ  Hay will be also available : dry hay / wet hay (Jopack) : 12€ / bag

Ÿ  Stables will be opened from Monday 12th at 08:00 to Sunday 20th at noon.

Ÿ  If you need an accommoda�on for your horse before or a�er, please contact Romane at Equimov 00 33 6 71 87 52 22 

Ÿ  The stables are only for horses in FEI compe��ons. The boxes will be given in func�on of each compe��on. Please take 

the box designed by your name. By the way, if you have a special request please contact our stables manager Jean-Claude 

at 00 32 478 21 21 09 or write to info@brussels-endurance.org 

Ÿ  From Wednesday 16/08 at 14:00, the stables access reserved to the people wearing a bracelet. 
Ÿ  For the parking. The place in front of the box (entry Brazil) is only for trucks and trailer. When you finished to deposit the 

horse, follow the instruc�ons of the stewards to park your trailer and exit your car. You may park the cars everywhere it is 
permi�ed but places are reserved for par�cipants in Flore Avenue and Victoria Avenue (excepted days of compe�tons 
where it's only for assistance cars). 

Ÿ  For training, the beginning of all tracks is at 50 meters of the stables. See map and follow the arrows. Please, stay walking 
in the Bois de la Cambre. 

  

INFORMATIONS ABOUT COMPETITIONS !

Ÿ  The essen�al of the circuits are made of forest riding tracks, with a so� ground. However, a few por�ons of the tracks 

might be so�less because of the actual heat or because of some por�ons of stony paths. We advice riders to plaque 

horses at less at the front legs to get more confort on the different grounds. A good solu�on can be obtained by alloy 

aluminium shoe and grey plaques or by Duplo.

Ÿ  The Sonian Forest is very popular in Belgium. During compe��ons or trainings, some�mes even when you ride on 

dedicated equine tracks, you are supposed to meet pedestrians, cyclists, joggers, families, etc ... (unfortunately some�mes 

dogs in liberty). The OC is making a big publicity campaign to avoid any accident. However don't forget the forest code 

and the driving code are making part of the endurance rules. So be very careful regarding the normal a�endents of the 

forest (including leisure riders) and regarding the crossing of driving roads (heavy trafic : you are in the Capital of Europe 

!). The OC will provide 80 people (police, staff, marshalls) to assume the security during the 3 days of compe��ons. You 

have to follow the indica�ons given by these people who deserve all your respect.

Ÿ  Same thing for your grooms and assistance on the main site and on the crew points. Bad behavior against the public, the 

police, the marshalls or the staff, will be automa�cally punished by an elimina�on.

Ÿ  All the plas�c bo�les must be automa�cally collected ! Any groom forge�ng a plas�c bo�le in the forest will see his rider 

eliminated.

Ÿ  A�er the BEEM 2016, this is the second �me in the history of Belgium that the 5 000 acres of the Sonian forest are 

avalaible for a sport compe��on. If we want to see the BEEM organized in the future, we have to be perfect regarding 

the security, the ecology, and the respect of every user of the forest and of the city.

BEEM recommandations and short briefings

mailto:info@brussels-endurance.org


      de chemins 
équestres balisés. 

Hébergement 
cavaliers et chevaux.

      gemarkeerde 
ruiterpaden. 

Accommodatie 
ruiters en paarden.

www.montlesoie.be  -  +32 80 21 65 56

160 Kms ...
...          of marked 

equestrian paths. 

Accommodation 
riders and horses.

...    ...    



STARTING / ARRIVAL

• Morning start: access by the road down the stables (on the right) to go to the start of the loop 1 on compe��on days
• The color and distance of the loops are indicated by a board on the star�ng line
• The star�ng line loop 1 and final arrival are different from the line of re-star�ngs and intermediate arrivals.  
• Only riders on their horses can access to the reserved zone for star�ng / No grooms beyond fences
• Star�ng of the races at the lastest 1/4 of hour a�er the planned hour
• By safety in the park it's forbidden to gallop on the pavement of the last 500 meters of the intermediate arrival (refer to 

the signals on the site)

RACES MARKING 

• Marking (round or arrows) are on your right
• Number of kilometers  / Every loop is individually kilometered from 0 to 35 / 0 to 30 / 0 to 20 and the last kilometer
• In case of fall or emergency call the number 00 32 491 89 89 69
• Follow the signs instruc�ons. You don't have the priority to cross the road
• In case of incident, accident or dispute, the traffic rules will be the only current rule for the riders and the assistance.

ASSISTANCE

• Respect the traffic rules, you do not have the priority.
• Only 1 vehicle by horse on the official assistance park (Victoria Avenue) on authorized posi�ons. 
• You must s�ck the s�cker « sunvisor » on your windscreen and the circle number behind the vehicle
• No restric�on for the vehicles on the different grooming points. Everybody can help on the grooming points (no need of 

bib) in a distance of 100 m before the main point and 100 m a�er (presence of marshalls and officials).
• The s�cker and the number are only available for one day for the corresponding race, don't forget to change it every day 

if you keep the same assistance vehicle 
• Any « wild » assistance (out of the designed spaces or car in the forest) will result in the elimina�on of the 

compe�tor.

GROOMING- VET GATE- RESTING: controlled areas at the entrance and exit

• Grooming access : reserved to people wearing a bib
• Vet Gate access : 2 persons holding necessarily riders and groom vests with the same number
• Res�ng access : reserved to people holding a bib vest (start number), 1 rider + 3 grooms + 4 staff members for the full 

teazms (chef, veto, physio, farrier) 
•  Installa�on of the res�ng by the compe�tors Wednesday 16/08 from 14:00 for the CH-EUR. For the same compe��on, 

installa�on of the grooming for water Wednesday 16/08 from 04.30 pm a�er the Pre Ride.
• Installa�on of res�ng and cooling for 18 and 19/08, the day before at 19h00.
• Pre Ride: Horses presenta�on for the veterinary control, must be in numbers order with the groom bib and the 

descrip�on book of the horse (1 person in the Vet gate, appropriate dress required). See FEI schedule for the exact 
plannings.

 VETERINARY INFORMATIONS
Ÿ

Ÿ The clinic for horses in care is located near at the top of the box installa�ons.

Ÿ All the veterinary acts have to be realized in the clinic under the supervision of the FEI Vets.

Ÿ It's possible to realize blood sample analysis during the whole week with the help of Synlab Laboratories who gives to 
the BEEM instruments, technicians and know-how.

Ÿ 2  boxes named "Crash Box " -  2 boxes of sampling for the control "An� Doping " will be disposed at the clinic entrance 
nearby the Cooling area. All the veterinarians services (blood sample analyses) and disposals have to be paid cash by the 
compe�tors.

BEEM recommandations and short briefings

Linalux
Mont-le-Soie

Centre européen du cheval asbl

CWBC
Confédération Wallonie-Bruxelles du Cheval

Slow Food
Les Saveurs de Silly

H O T E L S  A N D  R E S O R T S

L A  H U L P E  B R U S S E L S

VLAAMSE LIGA PAARDENSPORT

K.B.R.S.F                                  F.R.B.S.E



CH-EU-E 160
Belgium

BASTIJNS, Peter (10069082)   EZI (102XM55)

BOULANGER, Karin (10014168)   TAWFIQ DU COURTISOT (104RT42)

HOUASSIN, Laura (10021958)   YOTAN DES SAUVLONS (104RX54)

SCHUITEN, Louna (10037899)   SABAH DU COURTISOT (104AG47)

YERNAUX, Romane (10047692)   SICHEN DES SAUVLONS (102YI90)

Bulgaria

BOYANOV, Rumen (10109761)   TIHAWAN D'EMMARE (104GK71)

FURLANSKI, Denis (10118675)   POMPEY (104GK69)

LYUTOVA, Ka�na (10111691)   SHRAF (104MY51)

STOICHEV, Ivan (10039075)   MOZ (103SO20)

Croatia

LIPOVAC, Davor (10108220)   AZRA (104JR18)

LIPOVAC, Iva (10090841)   THOR (104CX98)

Czech Republic

JADLOVSKY, Petr (10018716)   NAOMI DAKOTA (102QJ47)

KOPECKA, Tereza (10026526)   TUZEMEC 13 (102OG39)

KUBIKOVA, Lucie (10046163)   MATYAS (103XI60)

SKABOVA, Lucie (10088295)   SAHAR (104WJ73)

Estonia

ROHTLA, Heigo (10029833)  FATAS ZANZIBAAR (103EX15)

Finland

HUOVINEN GARCIA, Alina (10039915) JUSSUF VIII 7 (104RW38)

France

ATGER, Virginie (10014473)  COME'T D'ARDENE (104VR46)

FRANCES, Jean Philippe (10013891) SECRET DE MON COEUR (103WI04)

GOACHET, Julien (10015131)   ULYSSA DE COAT FRITY (104TE76)

GONCALVES, Lae��a (10015135)  TAM TAM TOKAY (104GM23)

LEON, Allan (10014291)   SPIRIT DE CROUZ (103WT50)

Germany

ARNOLD, Melanie (10013908)   SEVINC (102ZU92)

ARNOLD, Rebecca (10015220)   SERPA 2 (104QE22)

ARNOLD, Sabrina (10013909)  TARZIBUS (104LA82)

KLINGBEIL, Ursula (10014504)   AID DU FLORIVAL (104JB76)

Great Britain

ATKINSON, Rachael (10018136)   TANNASG PSYCHES REALM (105FS83)

COWLEY, Caroline (10080164)   HS BELLINI (104XL33)

INGRAM, Harry (10040400)   WARRENS HILL CHAYZE (104SL17)

JOPPE, Annie (10021572)   FANTOM (102MS61)

THORNE, Nicola (10055573)   L M BOLENA (103JI65)

Ireland

MACGUINNESS, Tom (10095855)   SASHA D'AILLAIS (105CL76)

Italy

BISOFFI, Melissa (10017781)   ALLOHA (104NS23)

CAMPAGNONI, Luca (10080638)   KIDA (103IY98)

CAMPANINI, Perrine (10055867)   VEGA DU CLOS (105DX07)

LALISCIA, Costanza (10100956)   ROK (102WX22)

TAVASSOLI ASLI, Carolina(10046087) TARA DU BARTHAS (104LW37)

Luxembourg

PENFORNIS, Nora (10086199)   QUASIZUR COATMEUR (103PD28)

Netherlands

HUIJSMAN, Melisa (10044844)  KAIN (103FW64)

LAKEMAN, Jarmila (10019111)   EL KEBIR FLORIVAL (104GV25)

RÖMER, Carmen (10027066)   PRIAM DES ROCHES (104CM77)

SCHUIJT, Michelle (10107710)   GYSHGUN (104JE55)

WILHELM, Jeane�e (10108883)   CHATAR F (104KM44)

Norway

FINSTAD, Glenn Tore (10020892)   NA TAMIR (103VU43)

HOLBY, Gina Sætrang (10108671)   PL SHARIF (104JV79)

Poland

KART, Kamila (10015470)   FOR FERRO (104VW61)

Portugal

LANTERNAS, Rui (10064744)   ALCANTAVA (104PB96)

MOURA, João Maria (10082961)   CEREJA (104EJ60)

PEREIRA, Rui (10014675)   AINHOA DJEL (103SM62)

SOARES, Margarida Oliveira (10025506) ECLIPSE DA CAMOEIRA (104QG86)

Slovakia

HOFFMANN, Mario (10071506)   NOVISAAD D'AQUI (FRA47027)

HUBACOVA, Petra (10073625)   OCAZ (102RK86)

MALÁ, Miriam (10146432) S  PIRIT (104OU17)

SUPEKOVA, Lucia (10081839)   AQUILES (104MR27)

ZELMANOVA, Simona (10114119)   TOM JONES FT (104PX47)

Spain

ALVAREZ PONTON, Maria (10017916) T'AIME DE COEUR (104GV44)

BLANCO RODRIGO, Omar (10076807) SELIF DE LA NIE (103TM62)

LUQUE MORAL, Alex (10019584)   CALANDRIA PH (103WA58)

MUNTALA SANCHEZ, Paula (10075030) ECHO FALLS (104ME09)

PUNTI DACHS, Jaume (10013883)   TWYST MAISON BLANCHE (104NH98)

Sweden

ERIKSSON, Lena (10097371)   WILLY WONKA (103ZD43)

HENRIKSSON, Sara (10058661)   ELOPOLDA (103XF97)

HOLMBERG, Jessica (10014731)   PRINCE OF SHADES (103FO06)

OHLÉN, Anneli (10018476)   MIN PONTIJACK (104GW91)

SVANÄNG, Emma (10087013)  TS COYOTE (104RT52)

Switzerland

AMACHER, Andrea (10018489)   RUSTIK D'ALSACE (104BE35)

BREFIN, Jeanne (10085819)   PARTIBA CH (103OT53)

LISSARRAGUE, Barbara (10023803)  AINHOA ARKIRIS (103PM28)

MÜNGER, Veronika (10013995)   UPS DU CAVALLON (104XT55)

SCHILLIGER, Patricia (10063728)   DJOBA DE LURIECQ (104KO53)

CEI2* 120
Belgium

BASTIJNS, Peter (10069082)   OMARA DE ALBORADA (105FL72)

DI GERONIMO, Pietro (10032032)   LILO (104ZE97)

GUERET, Patricia (10096251)   EAUNOIRE FALEEDYA (105RU78)

HARDY, Elisabeth (10047285)   AMINA DE PALMAS (105JZ09)

Denmark

NELAND, Merethe (10109569)   PARAGON (103OW88)

FEI Flag

AL MUTAIRI, Dhari Motlaq

Humoud (10113296)   JJ ELEKTRA (103OB09)

Germany

BAUEREISS, Julia (10054692)   AYMAN DI PEGASO (105DB48)

Morocco

JEDDARI, Said (10079352)   ZAHID (105CT12)

Sweden

FALK, Anne�e (10105378)   FAGONA (105NG91)

United Arab Emirates

AL GHAILANI, Abdul Rahman

Saeed Saleh (10114704)  ARANZA (105PY15)

AL JUNAIBI, Rashed Hamoud

Humaid (10083889)   TRA-OLIVER (105NV32)

AL MAKTOUM, Saeed Maktoum

Bin Khalifa (10014788)  WOODBOURNES GIFT (102LZ44)

AL MARZOUQI, Ahmed Ali Hassan (10083870) UPERKUT CHARBONNIERE (105RU75)

AL QUBAISI, Bu� Ghemran (10082500) FFARAMIR (103IR90)

AL RUMAITHI, Ali Mohammed (10138032) SHAMBERLAIN (105CP45)

Master List



CEIO2* 120
Belgium

ARNOULD, Elisa (10044002)   VIZIR AL ONDREL (105AT30)

BOLLAERTS, Ellen (10065881)   L.I. OPIUM (104AL25)

BOULANGER, Morgane (10070919)  KAMRIKA DE MALAVISEE (105IH65)

CELEN, Ingrid (10031987)   FLORIDA J (102VN68)

DEPRESSEUX, Corine (10076622)   CRYSTAL QUINOA (105IJ74)

GAVAZZA, Lora (10090066)   MEDUM D'ARBESPINE (104XX95)

KERKHOVE, Sophie (10142309)   JORDIN (105HB49)

LAVIS, Celine (10060672)   SEMILLAH TABATAH (104YM68)

LENGES, Laura (10105849)   DJELLA DE RENDPEINE EWALRAID 

PIRONT, Hemeline (10044003)   L.I KRIZOS (104VM92)

TRUFFET, Clemen�ne (10133397)   ZWAMBI DES SAUVLONS (105EI99)

VEN, Sofie (10103537)   DIABLO (104RZ18)

WILLEME, Charlene (10057959)  AI WARANDES DREAM (105RU80)

Croatia

LIPOVAC, Iva (10090841)   FEMI (105GQ90)

France

ABREU, Klara (10120938)   UCELLIA AZUREENNE (104YQ54)

BEGAUD, Marie Chris�ne (10019350) SADI LOTOIS (104XW45)

BOULENGER, Enora (10018185)   NAIPRIMA DE BOZOULS (103WB74)

DELATTRE, Marion (10068972)   HEDJAR (102YT54)

FREARD, Virginie (10085556)   DI GLORIETA BINT SIDI (104JA41)

MAHIEU, Camille (10109254)   JOUHARAH (105JX38)

NOAILLES, Anais (10111622)   VAKDAR DE BEDERS (105DP70)

PARENT, Brunehilde (10108404)   VICKIE DEL FAROS (105CQ91)

PERSAIS, Lore (10111187)   D PAU (104PY76)

TOTAIN, Cecile (10014313)   KOHEILAN KINCSO (102MS04)

VAN DE WOESTYNE, Amelie (10063267) T'ALLUME DE THIL (104HK01)

VERDIER, Mar�ne (10141979)   UNEFOLIE (105JG77)

Germany

GALL-SINAST, Nicole (10045940)   SAMIRA (104LH50)

Italy

MUSIO, Paola (10032198)   BEAU MAGICIEN (105FL90)

SCOLA, Adelaide (10089467)   TA SHARAB (103RL23)

Luxembourg

PENFORNIS, Nora (10086199)   UNIKE DE L'ASTRAN (104XW01)

Namibia

COETZEE, Hannelie (10014588)   BIBA (105KR00)

COETZEE, Jonel (10138076)   BROOKLEIGH FAITH (103ZN15)

JANBEY, Maya (10074346)   ONENIGHTSTAND (105CC59)

Netherlands

KOK, Anne-Marijn (10137539)   EL W DORA (105EJ27)

STEEHOUWER, Lesley-Ann (10119897) RESA BINT RHEA RZ (105RA69)

Portugal

BARBAS, Ana (10013970)   CONDESSA (104YL16)

United Arab Emirates

AL ANSAARI, Mira Jasim Mohd (10104997) GOLUM (105MB20)

AL ROMAITHI, Alyazia Khalid 
Khalifa (10097244)   HOLOUTARIA 37.37 (104VS62)

AL ROMAITHI, Ayesha Darwish

Ahmed (10092312)   MAUR PEREJIL (104VL15)

AL SABOORI, Alia Ahmad Mohd

(10103082)   DAHES (104WG08)

ALI, Nouf Abdul Reda (10097246)   CB INDIA (105FN90)
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Algeria

ALIA, Nadia (10067936)   SHEM AZRAFR DES BEAUX (105OC05)

AOUSSAT, Ahmed (10138156)   RAHEF (105DD01)

Belgium

HARDY, Elisabeth (10047285)   ADIR FOLIE (105JS06)

Croatia

RADOSEVIC, Nino (10154166)   270 ANABELLA (105RI38)

Czech Republic

JADLOVSKY, Petr (10018716)      KARISA (105OO14)

Estonia

ORAS, Keiu (10097631)   PENELOPE (105JD62)

FEI Flag

BATTAL ALMUTAIRI, Homoud (10092339) OLIVERO (105RW74)

France

BRAUN, Mathieu (10067111)   GUETTA DES TROIS MAS (105IJ15)

CERLATI, Aurelien (10021632)   ANJOU DU PESQUIER (105KJ18)

DELOINCE, Jacky (10021652)   ASSEFACILE DE SOMMANT (105LB29)

DUPAS, Carlota (10014308)   EASTER MONDAY CHERY (105PH67)

GONCALVES, Lae��a (10015135)   ANIR DE LA TEULIERE (105OS84)

LAMORINIERE, Marion (10057100)  SAAD D'ALAUZE (105OY45)

LE BERRE, Sophie (10121190)   ALABONHEUR DE SOMMANT (105LB21)

MONTAGNE, Julia (10097018)   AL JAIMIR DE BOZOULS (105LX80)

PARENT, Brunehilde (10108404)   ANGEL KISS EL ARABI (105MF21)

PAUL, France (10091633)   ABHSIK COUTILLAS (105HE43)

PAYEN, Caline (10138934)   CHAIMA DE BOZOULS (105OL75)

TERRAL, Alexis (10072416)   SKY KID (105KO99)

TOTAIN, Cecile (10014313)   PETIT MYLIAR (104ZU15)

Germany

ARNOLD, Sabrina (10013909)   TAMMAM LA LIZONNE (105OY67)

Italy

CAMPANINI, Perrine (10055867)   COURTYARD EPONA (105QL54)

FERRARI, Greta (10105213)   MATILDE RAH (105KR75)

Jordan

AL NATOUR, Barakat (10032208)   AL MOHABBAR (105QQ90)

BARAKAT ABDULRAHEEM AL NATOUR, 
Mohammad (10118777)  SHOUMAH (105QS14)

HAMDAN AL MREIHEEL, Ra'ad(10080465) AYYAR SEREZA (105LH06)

Netherlands

RÖMER, Carmen (10027066)   VERA KHAN (105QZ49)

Norway

EKRA, Mari Kolstadbråten (10148415) ZENSAI IBN PACHA (105MD40)

Portugal

BARBAS, Ana (10013970)   FUICO (105BS42)

BATISTA, Ricardo Relvas (10025438) FRANZINO DOS CONDES (105QW37)

Qatar

AL SOWAIDI, Mohammed Khalifa(10101836) VAYA CON DIOS AUBANEL (105PQ36)

AL SULAITEEN, Abdulrahman

Saad A.s (10017552)    ASMA DE DRACENIE (105OT27)

Slovakia

KLEINOVA, Dominika (10057814)   MINTEMIR (105NG11)

KOVACIKOVA, Lenka (10095218)   SHAKIRA (105NG08)

SMOLINSKA, Viera (10098263) Z  UBI (105PJ68)

STAROVECKA, Lucia (10018710)   HOSAM I-12 SK/KADAL (105RL11)

SUPEKOVA, Michaela (10109257)   MOUNADEL B (105GN83)

Spain

GONZALEZ GUARDIA, Eulalia (10042985) LF-ELVAS (105HM48)

PASCUET PUIGSELLOSAS, Marc (10080158) SWING (105MX58)

YEBRA ALTIMIRAS, Silvia (10020305) FER SIBARI (105MX56)

Master List





Officials

BRUSSELS EQUESTRIAN 
ENDURANCE MASTERS 2017  

Thank you 
The organizing commi�ee of the BEEM 2017 
would like to thank par�cularly and in 
disorder: 

Ÿ The college of the city of Brussels
Ÿ The services of the city of Brussels
Ÿ The mayors of the various municipali�es crossed 

by our routes
Ÿ The police services
Ÿ The emergency services
Ÿ The forest administra�ons of the 3 regions
Ÿ As well as our volunteers,  sponsors, officials, 

federa�on, riders, grooms, suppliers, journalists 
and public who made this project possible

We will allow ourselves to quote the 
following people, we already apologize for 
the forgo�en names: 

- Patrick Huvenne
- Gregory Reinbold
- Nicolas Bronchain
- Damien Bauwens
- Maurice Braconnier
- Rita Glineur
- Vanessa Issi
- Jean-Christophe Pierre
- Chrystele Legros
- Nathalie Bucken 
- Alain Houpe
- Lara Sawaya
- Adnan Al Nuaimi
- Benoit Dallemagne
- Marie Dallemagne
- Nicolas Theodoroudis
- Patrick Vermeiren
- Claudy Collard
- Marc Chovelon
- Ingmar Devos
- Manuel De Mello 
- Brigi�e Caut
- Myriam Mejblum
- Wendy Laeremans 
- Eugène Mathy
- ...



Important Numbers          

Venue :  C arrefour des A�elages - Bois de la Cambre  - Brussels 1000
H     ôtel Dolce  - Chaussée de Bruxelles 135  - La Hulpe 1310 - 00 32 2 290 98 00

Who’s Who

Police 101 

EWalTop
x-bionic  sphere

BABA ART 
www.baba-art.be

www.equi-bride.com
EQUIBRIDE 

EQUITALENT
www.equitalent.be/webshop/

EWALTOP  
www.ewaltop.be

 
www.frenzy-shop.com

FRENZY SHOP 

HORSEY  
www.horseyonline.net

KANI  
www.broderieskani.com

PICASSO  
picassoforhorses.com

SAMORIN  
www.xbionicsphere.com

SBCA  
www.baps-sbca.be

SELLERIE 
DE WAIMES 
www.selleriedewaimes.be

SETZI  
www.setzisaddles.com

STUDONE   www.studone.net

Exhibitors

REKOR  
www.epc-rekor.com

H O T E L S  A N D  R E S O R T S

L A  H U L P E  B R U S S E L S

Jury President  Phillipe Maquet    00 32 491 36 57 28  

General Secretary  Gwen Delyot   00 33 6 67 73 65 19  

Sport Secretary  Monique Rossi   00 32 491 89 89 69  

Protocol /Officials  Sophie Delavaud   00 33 6 07 97 89 11  

Organizer   Pierre Arnould   00 32 474 55 07 04  

Event Director  Nicolas Wahlen   00 33 6 09 47 02 37  

Vet Hospital   Isabelle Caudron   00 32 475 75 09 01   

Trail Signing   André Rahier   00 32 496 29 60 78   

Trail Security   Kurt Colgen   00 32 4 79 77 88 33  

Stables    Jean Claude Van Hoorenbeck    00 32 478 21 21 09            

Farrier    Eric Clerfayt   00 32  475 28 51 96   

Doctor   Robin Bouton   00 32 475 37 09 09  

Press  Louise Arnould  00 32 493 52 59 86 

Police  Jean-Christophe Pierre  0032 496 65 73 26

Chrono   Jaques Domege   0033 609 17 22 48

Technical Delegate Brian Dunn   0044 771 74 25 419

Vet com President  Jean-Louis Leclerc   0033 672 964 612

Appeal com President  Philippe Demeersman   0032 475 441 129

Trea�ng vet President  Monica Mira   0035 193 944 0198

Emergency 112 �

AVS 
ADVANCED 
VETERINARY SYSTEMS  
www.avsequine.be
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www.brussels-endurance.org

H O T E L S  A N D  R E S O R T S

L A  H U L P E  B R U S S E L S

VLAAMSE LIGA PAARDENSPORT

K.B.R.S.F                                  F.R.B.S.E

Linalux
Mont-le-Soie

Centre européen du cheval asbl

CWBC
Confédération Wallonie-Bruxelles du Cheval

Slow Food
Les Saveurs de Silly

BRUSSELS
2017  


